ANDHRA PRADESH
1. SHRI K.P. LAKSHMI NAIAK, JOINT DIRECTOR, ANTI CORRUPTION BUREAU, VIJAYAWADA, ANDHRA PRADESH - 521001
2. SHRI DODLA NARAHARA, ADDITIONAL SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE RIO, KURNOOL, ANDHRA PRADESH - 518001
3. SHRI KOTARI PRASADA RAO, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, VIZIANAGARAM, ANDHRA PRADESH - 531201

BIHAR
4. SHRI SANJEEV KUMAR SINGHAL, ADG, PATNA, BIHAR - 801503
5. SHRI SHIVA KUMAR JHA, SP, PATNA, BIHAR - 800001
6. SMT. PRATIBHA SINHA, DY SP, PATNA, BIHAR - 800001

CHHATTISGARH
7. SHRI ARUN DEV GAUTAM, ADGP, SECRETARY HOME DEPTT, CHHATTISGARH - 49200

NCT OF DELHI
8. SHRI ROBIN HIBU, JOINT COMMISSIONER OF POLICE OPERATIONS, POLICE HEADQUARTERS, NEW DELHI - 110002
9. SHRI SURESH CHAND TYAGI, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, POLICE TRAINING COLLEGE, JHARODA KALAN, NEW DELHI - 110072

GOA
10. SHRI DINRAJ GOVENKAR, DY S P, MARGAO, GOA - 403601

GUJARAT
11. SHRI GYANENDER SINGH MALIK, INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE, VADODARA RANGE, GUJARAT - 391110

HARYANA
12. SHRI AJAY SINGHAL, ADGP/SVB, PANCHKULA, HARYANA - 131109
HIMACHAL PRADESH
13. SHRI RAM DEV, INSPECTOR VIGILANCE, MANDI, HIMACHAL PRADESH - 175003

JAMMU AND KASHMIR
14. SHRI ABDUL GHANI MIR, IGP, SRINAGAR, JAMMU AND KASHMIR - 190001
15. SHRI SHIV KUMAR SINGH CHOUHAN, SSP, VIGILANCE JAMMU, JAMMU AND KASHMIR - 180001

JHARKHAND
16. SHRI SHAMBHU THAKUR, DIG SPECIAL BRANCH, PHQ RANCHI, JHARKHAND- 834004
17. SHRI SANJAY KUMAR RANA, INSPECTOR, JHARKHAND POLICE ACADEMY HAZARIBAGH, JHARKHAND - 825301

KARNATAKA
18. SMT. MALINI KRISHNAMOORTHY, IGP AND COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, INFANTRY ROAD BANGALORE CITY, KARNATAKA - 560001
19. SHRI A B RAJENDRA KUMAR, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, NELAMANGALA SUB DI;N BANGALORE DISTRICT, KARNATAKA - 562123
20. SHRI MUNIHAHUMAIAH, POLICE SUB INSPECTOR, CID BANGALORE, KARNATAKA - 560001

KERALA
21. SHRI N RAMACHANDRAN, DISTRICT POLICE CHIEF, KOTTAYAM, KERALA 686103
22. SHRI P K MADHU, S P, ERNAKULAM, KERALA - 695001

MADHYA PRADESH
23. SHRI RAM LAL PRAJAPATI, I G P, SPECIAL ARMED FORCE, CENTRAL RANGE, BHOPAL, MADHYA PRADESH - 462008
24. SHRI JUGAL KISHORE DIXIT, DY COMMDT, THIRTY FIFTH BN MANDLA, MADHYA PRADESH - 462008
25. SHRI SAUD ZAFAR, HEAD CONTABLE, SEVINTH BN SPECIAL ARMED FORCE BHOPAL, MADHYA PRADESH - 462008
26. SHRI DINESH MOHAN AHIR, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, ANTI TERRORISM SQUAD NAGPADA MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA- 400008,

27. SHRI MUJAFAR ANWAR SAYYED, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, SPECIAL BRANCH NASHIK CITY, MAHARASHTRA- 422001

28. SHRI SURENDRANATH GAJANAN AWALE, ASSISTANT POLICE SUB INSPECTOR, ATC SANGALI, MAHARASHTRA- 415416

MANIPUR

29. SHRI SHYAMCHORON SINGH ASEM, INSPECTOR, CID SB, MANIPUR - 795001

30. SHRI R.K TEJIBIR SINGH, OC, THOUBAL, MANIPUR -795138

MIZORAM

31. SHRI LALBIAKTHANGA KHIANGTE, AIGP, AIZAWL , MIZORAM- 796001

NAGALAND

32. SHRI BENDANG LEMTUR, IGP, KOHIMA, NAGALAND- 797001

ODISHA

33. SHRI RABINDRA KUMAR MOHAPATRA, ADDITIONAL SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, BHUBANESWAR, ODISHA- 751001

PUNJAB

34. SHRI BARJINDER KUMAR UPPAL, ADGP CUM CHIEF DIRECTOR VIGILENCE BUREAU, PUNJAB CHANDIGARH, PUNJAB -160017

35. SHRI VARINDER PAUL SINGH, AIGP (STATE SPECIAL OPERATION CELL), SAS NAGAR MOHALI, PUNJAB -140308

RAJASTHAN

36. SHRI DHARAM CHANDRA JAIN, ADGP VIGILANCE, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN-302015

37. SHRI MAHAVEER SINGH RAJPUT, SUB INSPECTOR, PS THANWALA, NAGOUR, RAJASTHAN- 305026
38. DR. A K VISWANATHAN, COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, HOME GUARDS MYLAPORE, CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU - 600007

39. SHRI S N SESHA SAI, ADDITIONAL COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, HEADQUARTERS GREATER CHENNAI POLICE VEPPERY CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU - 600007

40. SHRI C RAJA, ADDITIONAL SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, CORE CELL SECURITY BRANCH CID CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU - 600028

TELANGANA

41. SHRI C V ANAND, COMM. CAF DEPT, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA - 500082

42. SHRI A. BALAKRISHNA, ADDITIONAL DCP, HYD METRO RAIL LTD HYDERABAD, TELANGANA - 500003

TRIPURA

43. SHRI PRITISH BHATTACHARJEE, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, AGARTALA, TRIPURA - 799003

UTTAR PRADESH

44. SHRI ABHAY KUMAR PRASAD, ADG, LUCKNOW ZONE, LUCKNOW (UP), UTTARPRADESH - 226001

45. SHRI HARI RAM SHARMA, IG (LAW & ORDER), DGP, HQ LUCKNOW (UP), UTTAR PRADESH - 226001

46. SHRI PRAMOD KUMAR MISHRA, INSPECTOR GENERAL, DEP OF PRISIONS ADMIN AND REFORM LUCKNOW (UP), UTTAR PRADESH - 226001

47. SHRI RAGHVENDRA SINGH CHAUHAN, DYSP, INTELLIGENCE MEERUT (UP), UTTAR PRADESH - 250001

48. SHRI RAMAN PAL SINGH, DYSP, BAREILLY (UP), UTTAR PRADESH - 203001

49. SHRI RAMBHAHADUR SINGH YADAV, SUB INSPECTOR, FINGER PRINT BUREAU LUCKNOW (UP), UTTAR PRADESH - 226006

UTTARAKHAND

50. SHRI AJAY RAUTELA, DIG, NAINITAL UTTARAKHAND, UTTARAKHAND - 263001

51. SHRI SANTOSH KUMAR, SUB INSPECTOR, DEHRADUN UTTARAKHAND, UTTARAKHAND - 248001
WEST BENGAL

52. SHRI RANVIR KUMAR, ADDITIONAL DIRECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE, ARMED POLICE WEST BENGAL BHABANI BHAVAN ALIPORE, WEST BENGAL - 700027

53. SHRI ATANU BANDYOPADHYAY, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, DETECTIVE DEPARTMENT LALBAZAR KOLKATA, WEST BENGAL- 700001

ANDAMAN AND NICOBAR ISLANDS

54. SHRI SAWLASE KHESS, SUB-INSPECTOR, KADAMTALA, ANDAMAN AND NICOBAR ISLANDS- 744209

BSF

55. SHRI PRAKASH CHANDRA SHARMA, INSPECTOR GENERAL , TC AND S HAZARIBAGH, BSF- 825317

56. SHRI PRAVEEN KUMAR JOSHI, DEPUTY INSPECTOR GENERAL, FTR HQ BSF KASHMIR, BSF- 190007

57. SHRI BALJIT SINGH KASANA, DEPUTY INSPECTOR GENERAL, HQ DG BSF NEW DELHI, BSF- 110003

58. SHRI N S SATISH CHANDER, SECOND IN COMMAND, KADAMTALA DARJEELING WB, BSF -743011

59. SHRI RUDRA KANTA BORAH, INSPECTOR, 117 BN BSF SANATNAGAR BUDGAM JAMMU AND KASHMIR, BSF- 190005

60. SHRI PURAN CHAND PANT, INSPECTOR COMMUNICATION, STS BSF TIGRI NEW DELHI, BSF- 110080

CBI

61. SHRI NANDKUMAR NAIR, SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE , CBI SCB MUMBAI, CBI -400614

62. SHRI PARTHA MUKHERJEE, ASP, ACB KOLKATA, CBI -700020

63. SHRI SUNDARAVEL MURUGAVEL, ASP, CBI ACB HYDERABAD, CBI - 500095

64. SHRI PRABHANJAN CHAKRABORTY, ASP, CBI SC-III NEW DELHI, CBI -110003

65. SHRI W ASHOK KUMAR SINGH, INSPECTOR, ACB IMPHAL, CBI -795004

66. SHRI P SASIKUMAR, HEAD CONSTABLE, CBI ACB BANGALORE, CBI -560032
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CISF

67. SHRI ANAND MOHAN, INSPECTOR GENERAL, CISF SOUTH SECTOR HQRS
CHENNAI, CISF- 600009

68. SHRI SATNAM SINGH SANDHU, DEPUTY INSPECTOR GENERAL, CISF
HQRS NEW DELHI, CISF- 110003

CRPF

69. SHRI BRIGHU SRINIVASAN, IG, CRPF, JAIPUR RAJASTHAN, CRPF- 302023

70. SHRI SUNIL SINGH, IG, CTC, CRPF, NEEMUCH MP, CRPF- 458445

71. DR. PARTAP SINGH, DIG, CRPF, PINJORE HARYANA, CRPF- 134104

72. SHRI BRAJESH PRATAP SINGH, COMMANDANT, 16BN CRPF, MATHURA,
UP, CRPF- 281006

73. SHRI SATYA NARAIN SINGH, COMMANDANT, 187BN CRPF, UDHAMPUR
(JK), CRPF - 182101

74. SHRI DILIP KUMAR RAI, INSPECTOR (GD), 66BN CRPF WEST MIDNAPORE,
WB, CRPF- 721128

MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS

75. SHRI ASHOK KUMAR MITTAL, JOINT DEPUTY DIRECTOR, MINISTRY OF
HOME AFFAIRS - 110021

76. SHRI C V VENKATRAMAN, JOINT DEPUTY DIRECTOR, CHENNAI,
MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS- 600004

77. SHRI TUHIN KUMAR BISWAS, JOINT DEPUTY DIRECTOR, MINISTRY OF
HOME AFFAIRS - 110021

78. SHRI PRASAD RAGHAVENDRA HARESAMUDRAM, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR,
GUWAHATI, MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS - 786001

79. SHRI SUBASH DAS, DCIO-TECH, MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS- 110021

80. SHRI SANJAY KUMAR REWOO, ACIO-IIIG, SRINAGAR, MINISTRY OF HOME
AFFAIRS - 190001

81. SHRI ASHOK AKARAM SHINDE, ACIO-IIIG, MUMBAI, MINISTRY OF HOME
AFFAIRS - 400051

82. SHRI FATEH CHAND SAXENA, ASO, MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS- 110021
83. SHRI JASPAL SINGH, DIG (GD), SHQ DBRG ITBP ASSAM, ITBP -786012

84. SHRI ASHOK KUMAR NEGI, DIG(GD), SHQ BGLR ITBP, CHHATTISGARH, ITBP- 490006

85. SHRI OM PRAKASH, INSPECTOR (GD), THIRD BN ITBP DISTT BAREILLY UP, ITBP- 243001

SSB

86. SHRI RAJINDER KUMAR BHUMBLA, DY INSPECTOR GENERAL, SHQ SPL OPS SSB SRINAGAR J AND K -190005

87. SHRI RAJ SINGH SHEKHAWAT, DY INSPECTOR GENERAL, CTC SSB, SAPRI JAWALAMUKHI, KANGRA, HP - 176031

SPG

88. SHRI SOORYA KANT SHARMA, DIG, SPG HQR, NEW DELHI- 110077

NATIONAL INVESTIGATION AGENCY

89. SHRI C RADHAKRISHNA PILLAI, DYSP, NATIONAL INVESTIGATION AGENCY, KOCHI - 682020

SVP NPA

90. SHRI R N REDDY , SUB INSPECTOR , SARDAR VALLABHBHAI PATEL NATIONAL POLICE ACADEMY, HYDERABAD - 500052

M/O PETROLEUM & NATURAL GAS

91. SHRI DEVESH CHANDRA SRIVASTAVA, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, M/O PETROLEUM & NATURAL GAS, ONGC, VASANT KUNJ, NEW DELHI-110070

M/O RAILWAYS

92. SHRI SANJAY KISHORE, CHIEF SECURITY COMMISSIONER , BARODA HOUSE, M/O RAILWAYS, NEW DELHI- 110001

93. SHRI UMA CHARAN PATTANAIAK, ASC, M/O RAILWAYS, MALIGAON - 781011